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INTRODUCTION 

. .\ccording to the macro - microscopic theory predictions, the stability of the 
super heaYy nuclei must increase sharply, while approaching the spherical neutron 
shl'll N = 184. The synthesis of the super heavy spherical nuclides, even if they 
an' distant from the shell N = 184, takes place only at a significant neutron excess 
in the colliding nuclei. Thus, the isotopes of element 112, which have a spherical 
shape and are therefore, relatively stable, can be produced in the reaction 48 Ca + 
2:J8U [l]. . 

The compound nucleus 286 112 formed in this reaction appears to be weakly ex
cited cine to the significant mass excess of the double magic 48 Ca, the excitation 
ern·rgy at the Coulomb barrier being only Ex ~ 35 MeV. At such an excitation 
energy, the shell effects are still present in the heated nucleus. This may increase 
the survival probability of the evaporation residues (ER). The high mass asymme
try in the entrance channel (Ai/ A2 = 0.2 and Z1Z2 = 1840) seems to decrease the 
dynamic limitations for the fusion of the interacting nuclei, earlier observed for the 
more symmetric cold fusion reactions [2]. 

The expected decay properties of the isotopes with Z = 112 are quite specific. 
According to the calculations provided by Smolariczuk [3], the even - even isotopes 
282 112 and 284 112 have partial half lives for a- decay respectively: Ta = 0.005 s. 
and 1.0 s. (Fig. 1). Their spontaneous fission half life (T s.J.) is slightly higher 
than Ta. At the same time, the isotope 280 110, which is the a-decay daughter of 
the 284 112 nucleus, will mainly decay by spontaneous fission. As for the chain of 
sequential decays of the other isotope 282 112, all products with Z < 106 will have 
T s.f. « Ta too. For the isotope 283 112 the predictions are less clear, because the 
odd number of neutrons may lead to significant limitations for both a- decay and 
spontaneous fission. Here, a strong competition between the two modes of decay 
is also highly expected. 

Note, that calculations performed by Mi:iller et. al. [4], predict for the same nuclei 
the half life versus a- decay to be hundreds and thousands times longer than Ta 
from [3]. However, it seems less significant, since it does not change the main decay 
properties of the isotopes with Z = 112, produced in the reaction 48 Ca + 238U. 
Either they will decay by spontaneous fission, or by the chains of their a- decay 
(one or several) will end by the spontaneous fission anyway. On the other hand, 
modern separation techniques allow synthesizing and identifying the ER, if their 
half lives are more than one microsecond. It covers the range of all the predictions 
and thus the experimental results obtained using these techniques can be used as 
a direct test of the predictive capabilities of the existing the.oretical models. 

EXPERIMENT 

Production of intensive ion beam from the rare and extremely expensive 48 Ca 
isotope presents itself as a key problem in our issue on the synthesis of the isotopes 
of element 112. 
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FIGURE 1. The theoretical predictions for partial half lives of the isotopes with Z = 112. Open 

circles and open squares connected by solid lines are T,, and T,t taken from [3] respectively. Open 

circles connected by dashed line are Ta taken from [4]. Black circle - T,, for the isotope 277 112 

obtained in the reaction 208 Pb(70 Zn,ln); black square -- T,1 for the isotope 283 112 produrnl i11 

the reaction 238 U(48 Ca,3n) - present work 

The neutral atoms of calcium were injected into the plasma _of the ECR-4M ion 
source [5] by the process of controlled heating of the metallic sample of 48 Ca (50 mg) 
enriched to 70 %. The sample was made of calcium oxide right before being placed 
in the oven of the ECR source. The whole preparation procedure of metallic Ca 
as well as recuperation of the material from the ion source chamber was controlled 
by measuring the yield of'"'(- rays from the isotope 47 Ca ( 4.5 d), produced in the 
48Ca(r ,n )47 Ca reaction. 

The new injection system and the modified beam optics of the cyclotron allowed 
obtaining the internal beam of 18Ca5+ ions with an intensity of up to 1 p11A at the 
material consumption rate of about 0.3 mg/h. The beam extraction from the U 
400 cyclotron was provided by the stripping method. The variation of the energy 
of the extracted beam in the range from 200 MeV to 280 !VIeV was perfonnPd by a 
smooth variation of the magnetic field and by precise positioning of the st.ripping 
foil. The mean beam intensity of 48 Ca on the target was 2.2 x 10 12 pps. Tbr t.imr 
structure of the beam was persistent. 
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Tll(' Prnporation residues were separated in-flight from the !warn partic!Ps and 
othPr rPartion products by the Plectrostatic recoil sPparator \"ASSILISSA [G]. Tll!' 
PnridH'd isotop<' of n~l" (99.999 7c) with thP thicknrss of 0.3 mg/c-1112 was usPd as 
a t arg<'t mat<'rial. It was dcpositPd uniformly on a l.G mg/cm 2 thick Al backing 
disk 12:i 111111 in dianH'tPr. ThP disk was rotating \\'ith a frequency .,; = 2000 rpm. 
T}l(' sam<' t arg;<>t design using Th and enriched isotopes of Yb and Pb was usPd in 
s<'n>ral t<'st <'XJJ<'riments. 

For n'gist ration and identification of the ER a system of tinw-of flight dPt<'ctors 
and a silirnn position SPnsitive strip detector array was installed in the focal plan<' of 
t}u, sPparntor. _.'\ft('r registration in ti](' TOF dPtectors, the recoils wcrr implant<'d 
into a lG strip silicon detPC"tor with au ac-tiw area of 60xG0 1111112 . Each strip had 
a longit\l(lial position sPnsitivity. Special measurements of the position resolution 
along <'ac-h strip "·ere performed. For the sequential c; a dPrays it was 0.6 mm. for 
thP rnrrclat<'d recoil and n- particle - 1.0 mm, and for the correlated recoil and 
spont~mPous fission events it was 1.5 mm. The energy resolution for n - partic-h's 
within th<' energy range from 6 to 9 .'\Ir V was 20 kc V. The timr acet1rac.\· for th<' 
r<'conkd <'wnts was about 1 11sec. The strip detector was s\llTOllll(led with four 
other identical silicon d<'l<'ctors and the rntin' arra_\· had a shap<' of a culw with th<' 
dimPnsions GO x GO x 60 mm3 . The g<'ometrical dficien(')' of the silicon arra\· \Yas 
8:"i o/, of 4 71". ln the present sPri<'S of expPrimrnts each of th<' four IH'ighboring strips 
of backward detectors were connected galvanicly and formed lG enPrg,\· S<'nsitiw 
segnwnts with the resolution of 120 - 150 keV. 

ScattPn'd low PnPrgy proj<'cti!Ps \\'('r<' t hP main nmt ribnt ion to th<' backgronncl . 
. -\u additional bending dipole magnet allowed placing thP dPl<'<·tors at an ,rngl!' 
of 8° with n'S]l<'ct. to the primary bPalll direct.ion. Aftl'I" all. thP counting rat<' of 
the frontal dct<'ct.or was only 25-30 Hz. In front of tlw silicon cfrt<,ctors tlw 3 11111 

dcgradn foil (mylar) was placed to reduce the munber oh-er~· low C'IIPrg_\· pro.i<'ctiles 
reaching the focal plane of the separator. 

The sPparation efficiency of ER from thP reaction ·18 Ca + 2
:
18 l' was obtairn'd in 

test experinwnts. The cross sections of the xn- Pvaporntion c-hann<'ls \\"('!"(' llH'a~ured 
iu the bombardment of targets of 159Tb, 174Yb and 20<i,208 Pb b_\· th<' I~Ca prn.i<'("til<'s 
in a wid<' energy range. The measurements showed that about 25 <;{, of tlH' lHfi-.r 1 I:.! 
ER, produced on the U target, would be implanted in the frontal d<'t<'ctor. Tll!' 
signals from the time- of flight detectors wen• used both for mpas1m'lll<'nt s of t lw 
velocity oft he recoils and for distinguishing the cJpca_\'S of tll(' pn'\·iousl.\- i111plant <'d 
111wlPi. TlH' high efficiency of the TOF detectors allowPd obtaining wr_\· dP,111 

dP("il,\' SJH'1·trn and significantly wi<knin1,1; (up to sevnal hours) t hP tinw windo\\" f"r 
Ill<'asmiug d1'<"a.\· chains. ThP latter was particularly important for id<'llt ifirat ion (,f 

t.h<' EH with a long half !if<' and t.llP continuous structure oft h<' l)('alll. 
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RESULTS 

To estimate the yield of evaporation residues in the rc'action i:ixc ( 18 Ca.xn) 
286-xl 12 and to chose the optimal beam energy for ·18 Ca. a set of additional <'X
periments was performed. Using the recoil separator VASSILISSA, the' <'xcitatinn 
functions for the reactions 206•208 Pb(48 Ca,xn)2'54 -x!\'o, 255-x;-.Jo were meas11n•cl. At 
the same time, on the time-of-flight fission fragment spectrometer CORSET [7] 
data were obtained on the cross sections and mass distribution of fission fragm<'nts 
in the reactions 48 Ca + 206•208 Pb and 18Ca + 238 U. For all th<' rc'actions thPsP 
compound systems were formed at low excitation energies. close to tllC' Coulomb 
barrier. 

These experiments will be described in full in separate articlPs (ldr l'Xample [8]}. 
here we shall restrict our consideration to the main conclusions urnwn from the 
data. As it follows from the analysis of the data observed above, th1 highest cross 
section for the reaction 48 Ca + 238 U is expected for the 3n and --h, c,·aporation 
channels. The excitation functions reached their maxima at E,, = 33 ,,ml 39 i\leV, 
which corresponds to the beam energy at the middle of the target EI, = 231 J\.lp\' 
and 238 .'.'v1eV, respectively. The absolute value of the cross section for the xn 
evaporation channels can be estimated much less definitely. According to different 
calculations, the cross section at the maximum of the 3n evaporation channel varies 
from one pb to a few tens pb; although, it still remains by a factor of 3 - 5 higher 
than that for the 4n evaporation channel. 

On the basis of above data, two long term irradiations of a i
3su target with 

48 Ca at beam energies of 231 ± 3 MeV and 238 ± 3 MeV were performed. The 
dose of 3.5 x 1018 projectiles was collected in the first experiment in March 1998. 
Two spontaneous fission events were detected at that time. For the both evPnts 
the fission fragments were registered as two coinciding signals with a high energy 
deposition both in the front and backward detectors. 

The total kinetic energy (TKE) for the events has also been measured (Fig. 2). 
The detectors were calibrated by fragments from spontaneous fission of the im
planted ER of 252 No, produced in the reaction 206 Pb(48 Ca,2n) using data from 
[9]. The determined values of the TKE for the two registered events are 190 and 
212 MeV respectively. Their energies were calculated using the same procedure as 
for No and were not corrected taking into account higher masses of fission frag
ments. 

The analysis of all the events collected in the experiment has been provided in 
order to find genetic decay links of the implants. For that purpose, the data of the 
position and energy resolutions of the correlated events, measured by the frontal 
detector for the various modes of decay were used. Thus, for the recoil - a -- a as 
wdl as recoil - a - ... - SF for an a- particle in the energy range from 8 to 13 MeV 
and in the time interval of up to 10000 s. no correlation was found. But at the 
same time, there were two correlated signals from the recoil and spontaneous fission 
found in strips 12 and 15 within the position window of± 0.8 mm. In the first case 
(strip 12) the position difference between the signals, "recoil" and "spontaneous 
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FIGURE 2. The spectra of TKE for spontaneous fission of 252 No. Open circles - data, dashed 
line - Gaussian fit to the data obtained with VASSILISSA in the reaction 206 Pb(48 Ca,2n)252 No 
and normalized on the data taken from [9]. Black triangles correspond to the events from reaction 
4sca + 238U 

fission", was 0.36 mm and the time interval was 6.t1 =182.39 s., while in the second 
case (strip 15) the position difference was 0.75 mm and the time interval was 
6.t2 =52.04 s. As it became evident from the data of the long term detection, at 
the position window of ± 0.8 mm the signals, similar to ER, were detected in 
strip 12 with a mean frequency of 0.001 Hz, while in strip 15 the frequency was 
0.002 Hz. The detected time intervals were much less than that between recoil like 
events distributed randomly, thus we used 6.t1 and 6.t2 intervals for the half life 
estimation. 

In the second experiment, the doze of 2.2 x 1018 projectiles was collected at the 
beam energy EL = 238 MeV (Ex=39 MeV). No spontaneous fission events were 
detected and no a - a correlations were observed in the whole a- particle energy 
range from 8 to 12 MeV in the time interval of up to 1000 sec. The upper limit for 
ER formation cross section at this excitation energy was 3.0 ± 1.5 pb. 

It is very important to note that the two events observed in these experiments 
were collected practically under no background conditions. The fact that no SF -
isomers as well as no other known SF - nuclei were observed in the two experiments 
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with the total beam doze of 5. 7x 1018 makes evident the high selectivity of the dcYic-<' 
for the evaporation residues detection. That is why we also have to avoid explaining 
the effect in terms of a rare and unknown decay mode of known nuclei formed in 
the reaction 48 Ca + 238 U. 

As mentioned above, no a- particles, preceding the spontaneous fission, w<'n' 
observed for either event despite the high efficiency of the detector array. The most 
reasonable explanation is that we observed the spontaneous fission of the heaviest 
new even - odd isotope 283 112 with the half life T 1; 2 = 81.25:1:~go seconds. Dcspitl' 
the fact that only spontaneous fission was observed in the experiment, we ca1111ot 
exclude also the a- decay with a branching ratio ba :c=; 50 %. The cross section for 
the new isotope is (5.0 ± 2) pb (the statistical error is presented here, th<' absolutt' 
cross section accuracy value is within the factor of 2). The absence of any effect at 
the excitation energy Ex = 39 MeV is not surprising. The cross section of tlH' 3n 
evaporation channel decreases with an increase in the excitation energy, while the 
cross section of the 4n evaporation channel is several times lower than that of the 
3n channel, as it was already mentioned above. 

CONCLUSION 

The present article describes a new attempt to synthesize super heavy spherical 
nuclei in the reaction 48 Ca + 238 U. As compared with all previous experiments 
with 48 Ca ions, the sensitivity of the present experiment is more than 100 times 
higher. Two spontaneous fission events were detected at the beam energy below 
the Coulomb barrier. As it follows from the data analysis, the events were most 
probably triggered by the decay of the even - odd isotope 283 112 formed in the 3n 
- evaporation channel. The half life of the new isotope is about 100 sec. It could 
also be that it undergoes a- decay with a branching ratio ba :c=; 50 %. 

The half life of the new isotope is more than 5 orders of magnitude longer (Fig. 1) 
than that of the already known isotope 277 112 (T1; 2 ~ 0.24 ms), obtained in tlw 
cold fusion reaction 208 Pb(70 Zn,n) 277 112 [10]. The difference could indicate that 
the stability increases sharply at approaching the domain of the spherical shell 
corrections. 

The present experiment is the first one in our long term research program with 
the 48 Ca beam, dedicated to the synthesis and study of the properties of super 
heavy elements. We strongly intend to increase the intensity of the beam, which 
will allow us to try to synthesize other isotopes with Z = 110 114. 

This work was performed partially under the financial support of the Russian Foun
dation for Basic Research, contract N 96-02-17209 and JNTAS, contract N 96 662. 
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OnlllernH 10.U. 11 11p. E7-98-212 
TioHCK pacna.11a Ha1160J1ee TlDKeJll,IX 1130T0Il0B MeMeHTa 112 

)lJJll CIIHTeJa TlllKeJJhlX H30TOil0B MeMeHTa 112 B peaKUHII 48Ca -~ 2380 6wm BLIIlOJJHeHLI /1B3 
3KCnepHMeHTa npH pa:mux 3Hepn!l!X 60M6ap1111py10ll.UlX II0H0B, B nepB0M 3KCnep11MeHTe npH 3Hepnm 

nyqKa B cepe1111He MHIIIeHH 231 MaB 0lKll/laJJ0Ch o6pa30BaHHe cocTaBH0ro ll)lpa 286112 C 3Heprneii 

B036YJK11eHHll Ex= 33 MaB. B 20-IIHeBHOM ceattce o6JJyqeHHll MHIIIeHH 2380 np11 HHTerpaJJhHOii /I03e 

110H0B 3,5 x 1018 B cpoKaJJhHOM 11eTeKTope cenaparopa BACHJUfCA Ha6JJrot1aJJ11c1, 11sa co61,1mll cnoH
TaHHoro )leJJeHHll. He 6wm Ha6JJIOJ{eHU HI! a-qaCTHUhl, npe11meCTBYJOllll!e )leJJeHHIO, HI! Koppen11poBaH
HLle co6UTl!ll 11cnyCKaHl!ll /IByx a-'lacmu B /lllaIJa30He aHeprnii OT 8 /10 13 MaB II BpeMeHH0M IIHTepBaJJe 
/10 10000 C, Ha1160J1ee sep0llTHhlM 061,l!CHeHHeM /13HHLIX, Il0JJy"leHHLIX B 3T0M 3KCnepHMeHTe, llBJllleTCll 
np0HCX0lK)lelrne Ha6JJro11aBIIIIIXCll COOLITIIH Cil0HTaHH0ro )leJJeHHll B pe3yJJhTaTe pacn311a '!eTHo-He'!eTH0ro 

113orona (N=l71) aJJeMeHra 112, o6pmyromerocl! s peaKu1111 2380( 48Ca,3n) 2831!2 c nonepe'!HhIM 
ce'!eHHeM ~ 5 n6. TiepHOJl noJ1ypacn311a H0B0ro Cil0HTaHH0 11eJ1l1ll)erocll 1!30T0na COCTaBJJlleT 0K0-
JI0 100 c. Bo BT0p0M 3KCnep11MeHTe 3Heprllll II0H0B nyqKa C0CTaBJJllJla 238 MaB, '!TO npl!B0)IIIJI0 
K yseJJH'leHHIO 3Heprn11 B036ylK)leHl!ll C0CTaBH0ro ll/lpa /10 Ex= 39 MaB. HHTerpaJJhHal! /1033 II0H0B 

BO BTOp0M CJJyqae C0CTaBJJllJla 2,2 x 1018
. He HaMJO/laJJOCI, HI! co6umii Cil0HTaHH0ro )leJJeHHll, HI! co-

61,1rnii nocne11osaTeJJLHoro 11cnycKaHHll a-'!acrnu B HHTepBaJJe aHeprnii OT 8 110 12 MaB II speMeHH0M 
IIHTepBaJJe /10 1000 C. 3TH /laHHLie Il03B0Jll!IOT 0UeHHTI, sepXHIOIO rpattllllY - 3 n6 /IJ!ll Ce'!eHl!ll 

o6pa30BaHl!ll 'leTH0-'leTII0ro 1130TOna 282112 B peaKUIIII 2380 ( 48Ca, 4n) 282 112. 

Pa6ora BLIIl0JIHeHa B Jla6oparop1111 ll/lepHLIX peaKUHii HM. r.H.ctmeposa Ol-UIH. 

npenpHHT Om,eJ{HHeHHOro IIHCTHryTa ll)lepHUX IICCJle)loBaHHii. Jly6Ha, 1998 

Oganessian Yu.Ts. et al. 
Search of the Decay of the Heaviest Jsotope:s of Element 112 

E7-98-212 

To produce heavy isotopes of element 112 in the reaction 48Ca + 2380 two experiments at different 
beam energies were performed. In the first experiment the beam energy at the middle of the target was 
231 Me V which lead to the production of the compound nucleus 286 112 with an excitation energy 

of E, = 33 MeV. In a 20 - day irradiation of the 238 U target with a beam dose of 3.5 x 1018 

on the focal plane of the recoil separator V ASSILISSA two spontaneous fission events were detected. 
No a-particle emission preceding spontaneous fission nor a-a correlation in the energy range from 8 
to 13 MeV in the time interval of up to 10000 s. have been observed. The most probable explanation 
of the data obtained in this experiment is that the observed spontaneous fission corresponds to the decay 

of the even -- odd isotope (N= 171) of element 112 produced in the reaction 2380 ( 48Ca, 3n) 283 112 
with a cross section of ~ 5 pb. The half life of the new spontaneous fission nuclide is about 100 s. 
In the second experiment the beam energy was 238 MeV which increases the excitation energy 

of compound nuclei up to Ex= 39 MeV. The total beam dose in that case was 2.2 x 10 18
. No events due 

either to spontaneous fission or sequential a-a decay in an energy range from 8 to 12 MeV and the time 
interval of I 000 s. were detected. These data give the upper limit of 3 pb for the production cross section 

of the even - even isotope 282 112 in the reaction 238U ( 48Ca, 4n) 282 112. 

The investigation ha~ been performed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, JJNR. 
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